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THE NUMBER AND DISTRIBUTION OF TRIALS IN

ARMING IN THE WHITE RAT.

The present study on the influence of the number

and distribution of trials on learning in the white rat

gre 7 out of work already done along similar lines on

human beings and out of the work on learning in animals

along other lines. Ebbinghaus (1) in his pioneer work

on nonsense syllables found that it was better to dis-

tribute the periods of learning over several days than

to attempt all in one day. There was a saving of time

and retention was better. The influence of the length

and number of daily periods of learning has recently

been further investigated by Pyle (2). He has shown

that daily periods of half-hour practice in learning

certain characters are, for most individuals, more pro-

fitable than longer periods. Again a second daily

practice peri-od "is not quite as beneficial as the first
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practice". Apparently learning: becomes easier when

periods of practice are distributed over several days,

rather than accumulated on a single day. ITo work simi-

lar to that of Ebbinghaus and of Pyle had been conducted

on animals before this study of the white rat was under-

taken, and the experiments embodied in these problems

were completed before Pyle's work appeared.

THE PROBLEM.

The object of the work here reported was to deter-

mine whether the rat, in learning a single problem, learns

more economically when making one trial or three or five

trials per day, and also in learning two or three problems,

whether it is more or less economical to learn one problem

before beginning another, than to learn them concurrently.

APPARATUS.

Three different problems, involving the latch box,

the maze and the inclined plane box, were used. The first

two were employed onco alone, and then in connection with
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the inclined plane "bos. All three problems have been

previously used in animal behavior, in similar or modified

forms. Hone of them can be said to be difficult problems

to learn.

The latch box (Fig.l) was a bo:-: frame about 2 8 c,m.

square and i be lower left hand corner of one side was

a door, 15 Q.om.. o^ 18 c.m.- The box, as rell as the door,

was covered with wire netting. A wooden latch was at-

tached to the frame work of the box and this fitted in a

nottfh on the door. Inside of the door was a light spiral

spring which opened the door when the latch was released

and also held the latch more firmly in its notch, as a

result some pressure was required to push the latch up-

ward. V/hen the latch was raised the door would open,

springing inward. The box was placed om a table. To

avoid an undue amount of curiosity on the part of the

rat a, and, as far as possible, to re-establish conditions

of cage life, the box was covered with a wire hood. One
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side of the hocfd was hinged to the table to prevent

shifting out of position. Opposite the hinged side and

about ten inches from the door of the latoh box was the

entrance box of the hood.

The maze (Fig. 2) was one not previously used in be-

havior work. The paths u Q.m t wide, were arranged in

oonoentrio Circles, separated from each other by vertical

partitions of sheet aluminum,I5 am. high. These alui i-

num strips were set in grooves in a circular wooden base,

152 o .m. in diameter, tfire netting in t7/o semi-circular

sections covered the paths and an additional circular

piece covered the center. The arrangement of the open-

ings to adjoining paths, and the cul de sacs are rather

difficult to describe. The placing of these can be bet-

ter understood by consulting Fig. 2. The distance from

the entrance to the center of the maze,when following a

direct line.was 37 •

The inclined plane box (Flg.3),in general construct-
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ion resembles -fche latch box with the exception £hat the

latch was inside the box and was released in a different

manner. A wire chain connected with the latch passed

over two pulleys attached to opposite corners of the up-

per frame work inside the box, then through the mesh of

the wire netting to an inclined plane behind the box.

Thus a rat stepping on the plane would release the latch

fro;; the notch and the door would open inward. The plane

was about seven inches long and three inches wide and

was hinged to the top of the table on which the box rested,

It was about '

3 -hind the box and made an angle of

about 15' with the table top when the door was closed,

like the latch box, the inclined plane box was covered

with a wire hood.

METHODS OF EXPERIMENTATION.

Young white rats were used for experimentation.

Usually,when thirty-five days old the mother and her lit-

ter were separated. 7/hen forty to forty-five days old





FIG. J

LATCH BOX.

FIG II

MAZE





FIG. Ill

INCLINED PLANE BOX





the rats were divided into groups of two or four, accord-

ing to sex. At this age the simple environment of the

oage had not beoome monotonous and sleep w&3 not indulged

in a greater part of the day. The rats were then excit-

able and extremely curious, which conditions were ideal

for experimentation. The rats were taken at an age when

far less complex activities have been ingrained than the

ones they must make in solving the problems. Movements

were demanded of the rats which were very different from

those usually made in the narrow environment of the cage.

A greater part of the v/ork was done in the same room

in which the rats were kept, and, as far as practicable, in

the morning hours, though sometimes extended into the

afternoon. Towards the end of all experimentation the

work was conducted chiefly in the afternoon. As soon

as food was prepared for the rat s, work was started im-

mediately. Ho delay was permitted and the experiment

was coxitinued usually without interruption. This was
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done because it was early noticed how eager the rats were

to feed when the operator first entered the room and how

this eagerness subsided after he had been present any

length of time. This connection of the operator with the

getting of food was seized upon as indicating a timely

moment for work. Of course,when there were from five to

ten groups of rats to work with.it was impossible to reach

the last of them before this eagerness subsided, there-

fore a system of rotation in handling the groups was •

adopted,whereby the same group was not taken first every

morning but every second or third morning. If the rats

had been kept apart from the room in which the work took

place, rotation would probably have been unnecessary.

The time for each trial was taken by a stop watch in

minutes, seconds and half seconds, later the seconds were

converted into decimals of a minute. The time spent by

the rats in nosing about in the entrance box was not

considered, but from the moment when the rats entered the
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maze or hood Of the latch-box or inclined plane box. It

was taken the entire period the rats remained in the hood

or maze and up to the moment the problem was solved; that

is,when the rats entered the center of the maze, or when

the latch of the latch-box was raised, or when the plane

of the inclined plane box was pushed down.

The next thing to consider is the incentive to activi-

ty. In all experimentation, food was used as a stimulus

and consisted of a preparation of bread and milk. Be-

sides this mixture grain and, occasionally, fruits were

added. When food is properly controlled it becomes one

of the best stimuli to arouse activities. Behavior under

the desire for food or stimulation of hunger is in the

nature of a normal life process. A mild degree of hunger

gives tonicity to the muscles, and movements are sudden,

numerous and active. In order to obtain the greatest

activity, and not disturb general metabolism, particular

attention "must be paid to the kind as well as the amount





of food, necessary. It was early seen how a healthy

metabolism was needful to success in learning.

LATCH BOX.

The latch box was the first problem worked with.

All that was necessary to solve the problem was to open

the door of the box. The solution was accomplished by

the rats, either by raising the latch with their snouts

or by some more complicated method. The snout was

usually the agent for entrance, though not always the

first adopted.

In the beginning of the work on this problem it .vas

thought necessary,when taking rats at forty days old, to

give a few preliminary daily runs in a square maze of

the Hampton Court type, before actual experimentation.

This was only done to familiarize young rats to strange

surroundings and to accustom them to being handled.

This eparation was continued in all the work with

latch box when used alone, but was given up as unnec-
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essary with otKfer problems. It was found that the rats

were quite ready to solve any problem offered them with-

out such preparation. They were active at all times

and not unduly disturbed by the change in their environ-

ment. After the preliminary runs in the square maze,

the rats were fed for two days in the problem box. They

were then given for the first time the problem to solve.

At first the entrance box was taken to -the cage in

which the rats were confined and then a transfer was

made to the hood, but this method was soon abandoned as

it was found exceedingly difficult to tame the rats with-

out some handling. An untrained and excitable rat became

greatly disturbed when carried in a closed cage and it

usually took several minutes before it calmed down. A

rocedure was therefore adopted. A rat was carried

by hand to the entrance box of the hood and then admitted

to the hood surrounding the latch box. The rats were

handled as little as possible and at no time were they
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petted or coddled. When a rat was greatly excited or

very timid, it was left a short time in the entrance box

before it was permitted to enter the hood.

A group of rats was given one trial, another group

three trials and a third group five trials a day. The

rats having had one trial were permitted to feed for a

short time in the problem box. They were then removed

and fed in their own cages. The ones which had three

or five trials were allowed,after each trial, to nibble

food for a very short time before starting the next trial.

At the end of all trials these rats, like those given one

trial,were fed in the cages. Ho harm seems to have re-

sulted from not feeding the rats entirely in the problem

box. On the other hand.there was a material advantage,

for a variety of food was given which would have been

impossible if fed in the box alone.

Daily experimentation was continued until a group

of rats reached a norm or average of one second in three
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successive days* Thus for rats given one trial a day the

average would be taken of three trials, others given three

trials of nine trials and still others given five trials

of fifteen trials. It was scarcely, if ever, a difficult

norm to reach for many of the more active rats entered the

box in one quarter to one half of a second and the less

active ones close on to one second, or finally in one second.

This norm cannot he considered low, hut on the contrary a

moderately high one, as the slowest rats found it rather

difficult to reach. Rats would reach this norm in one

second or less when they went directly to the door and

lifted the latch with their snouts. Any unusual way of

opening the door or habitually going around the box would

increase the time considerably. For these cases the time

varied from one second and a half to two seconds. The norm

was then taken at two seconds. '.Vhen either norm was

reached learning was assumed to be complete. The rats

were then held for retention.which test was taken after
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an interval of sixty days. In the very beginning of this

work, the rats were tested after thirty days, but retention

seemed so perfect at the end of this time that the inter-

val was increased to sixty days. In the meantime the

rats were not left idle but were still fed onoe a day

after being again allowed to run in the square maze to

keep them in trim. They were even permitted to run about

after feeding. Thus the evils arising from close confine-

ment to cage life were in a measure avoided. Several days

before the retention tests were made, the freedom of the

maze was restricted and the rats put back in the cage as

soon as hunger was satisfied. This was done in order to

prevent overfeeding and to again accustom them to short

diets. Just before a retention test was taken, the rats

were run once through the square maze. The tests were

taken for two days only and no attempt at relearning was

made. All that was desired was to determine how per-

sistent was the habit formed.
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RESULTS.

Behavior: As a rule, as soon as a rat entered the

hood, it made directly for the door of the latoh box, the

more timid ones approaching more cautiously. Sometimes

they ran around and over the box, hut eventually tackled

the door. All the rats were very active and rare was

the case of indifference and utter helplessness. It was

often a pleasure to watch their eagerness to get into the

problem box for food. Usually this characteristic, in a

high degree, was a correlate of the ability to learn. It

was often noticed that movements were made which were far

more complex than was necessary to solve the problem.

Especially was this true when a solution to a problem was

made in some unique way. The simple movement of raising

the latch by the snout was all that was required to open

the door. Seldom was it the case that a rat adopted this

satisfactory and simple method from the very beginning

and maintained it throughout learning. Some modification
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of an early method was necessary and this took plaoe as

learning progressed. Often, however, a difficult method

which had been learned seemed to persist, in spite of the

fact that an easier and more convenient one could be

learned. Such a difficult method prevailed for a time

only, and then for some unaccountable reason, disappeared

and the easier method of raising the latch with the snout

was adopted.

The data obtained from experiments with the latch

box are found in Tables I-a, I-b and I-c. Table I-a shows

the number of trials each rat had in order to learn the

problem when given one trial daily, Table I-b for three

trials, and Table I-c for five trials. The time for each

trial is given in minutes and decimals of a minute. The

averages for each trial for all rats and also averages

for males and females are found at the bottom of the tables

At the end of each table are the retention tests and their

averages. It will be noticed that some rats were tested
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for retention after an interval of thirty days ^ and others

after sixty days. The averages of the rats which had

an int rval of sixty days are alone given. Besides this

data, Tables I-b and I-c give in addition, for each rat,

the number of trials as .Tell as the number of days in

h the problem was learned.

The most important faet to be notised when examining

these tables in succession, is that rats which were given

one trial a day, required fewer trials than those given

three or five trials, and that those given three trials

fewer than those given five trials. It is just the re-

verse, seemingly,when taking into account the number of

days as three and five trials required fewer days than

one trial daily. On closer examination it will be seen

that a few rats were trained s beyond the time

when they had reached the norm of one second or two sec-

onds. This was done to obtain a satisfactory norm.

Such a prolongation of trials was scarcely harmful to
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results. It may have affected the retention tests but

not materially. If anything of interest resulted it

was the daily variations or fluctuations after learning

was assumed to he complete. These were, at times, higher

than the norm. Again the retention for some rats was

as good as the last trial. but the averages for all the

rats are higher than those of the last trials. It can-

not be said that the retention is better for one than

for three or five trials. Three trials seem to be the

best of all. These results cannot be considered a true

test of retention, for better methods of preparing the

rats for the tests are necessary than those adopted, before

something more definite can be determined.

The number of trials, or total time and days which

each rat required before it learned the problem is indi-

cated on the distribution curve, Plate I. Though the rats

were run in groups and the norm was an average of one

second in three successive days for all the rats in the
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groups, yet ea®h rat seemingly reached the norm at the

time experimentation with each group stopped, Of course,

some rats of a group finished learning sooner than others.

Both the number of trials and days required to learn the

problem are shown by small squares arranged on base lines.

Males are indicated by plain squares, and females by

squares with diagonal line in them. Those on the three

base lines on the lower half of the plate show the num-

ber of trials for each individual rat when one, three

or five trials were given, The upper half of the plate

shows the number of days. The rats which finished

learning the problem with a norm higher than one second

are indicated by a circle within the blocks.

curve helps in understanding at a glance individ-

ual differences. It will be seen that rats with one

trial a day finished learning with fewer trials but usually

more days than those required in three or more trials.

In addition those given three trials required fer/er trials
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"but more days*than the rats given five trials a day.

What is significant in this statement is that when a rat

is given one trial a day there is a saving in trials, and,

on the other hand,when more trials are given there is

usually a saving in the number of days.

Before taking up the particular curve which shows

the growth in the organization of primal or impulsive

movements in the learning of the latch box problem, it

would be well to describe, at this stage, the structure

of all curves of this sort. All are plotted on the same

scale. The time taken is the average time of trials of

all rats. A length of one-half m.m. on the abscissa rep-

resents one trial and one-half num.. on the ordnant rep-

resents for curves A and G ,006 Of a minute and curve

B 0.2 of a minute. Both on the abscissa and the ordnant

only every tenth trial or every tenth .006 or 0.2 of a

minute are respectively indicated. The ea^ly trials are

on a scale of 0.2 of a minute, and later trials .006 of
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a minute. This division of the curves was found neces-

sary because of the great height of the ordnant if they

were constructed on a scale of .006 of a minute; and if

constructed on a scale of 0.02 of a minute, variations

from trial to trial would scarcely be noticable. When

using the scale of .006 of a minute for later trials

it was found feasible to use such denominations as .016

of a minute, and .008 of one-half of a minute.

Having described the construction of the curves,

features characteristic of Ourvs I of the latch box can

be pointed out. The most important feature is the greater

length and irregularity of curves representing the tl

and five trials as compared with one trial. This irregu-

larity is seen especially in the early trials and is due

to the fact that a few more trials are required before

the rapid descent in the curve takes place. When one

trial a day is given, this descent occurs in the eighth

trial and with three and five trials a day, in about the

eleventh trial. Already in the early trials there is an
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indication that a greater number of trials will be re-

quired before the problem is learned. A retardation in

learning is apparently evident. Again the curve for one

trial a day shows that little effort was required after

the descent of the curve, before the learning was completed.

On the other hand greater effort was required after the

descent with the three and five trials. This is shown not

alone in the greater length of this part of the curves but

also their irregularity. This is not true of all individu-

al rats, for some learned the problem sooner than others,

and, of course, finished sooner, as is indicated by the

rapid drop in the curves. A small circle on each of the

curves indicates just when the first rat left off learn-

ing, and the curve first showing a circle is that plot-

ted for one trial a day, the next for three trials and

lastly for five trials. A possible cause for the greater

number of trials indicated,when three and five trials
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were given. will be discussed later.

The results obtained from these experiments show

that one trial daily is the most economical in the way

of trials. This demonstrated fact suggested further work

on the latch box and trials were given some rats every

other day and other rats every two days, that is .with two

days intervening between successive trials.

This particular problem was conducted under the same

conditions and with the same strain of rats as the pre-

ceding work. The days on which the rats were not required

to solve the problem, they were allowed to run in the

square maze to keep down body weight. This was not suc-

cessful in every case, as some gained weight very rapidly

but their activity was not noticeably effected. A more

satisfactory group of rats could not have been secured

than the ones used in the experiment. They were of an

unusually hardy strain.

The data from this experiment was still more surpris-
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ing than when one, three or five trials were given.

Tables I-d and I-e,when compared with Table I-a,show that

still fewer trials were required to learn the problem, and

of the two, I-d and I-e,the latter table indicates that a

trial- every t is the more economical in the way

of trials. In both cases, of course, a longer time elapsed

before the problem was learned. The number of trials

found necessary for the rats to learn the problem,when

trials were given every other day and every two days, are

also indicated in the tables and on the distribution curve,

Plate II.

To the tables just described, some additional data

has been made. About the time the rats were being experi-

mented with for the additional problem on the latch box,

Professor Donaldson, of .Vistar Institute
j

suggested the

value of having the spinal co?-d and brain weights of the

rats in connection with each rat's record. The rats were

sent, art or the retention tests, to \7istar Institute and
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PLATE 1

1

DISTRIBUTION CURVE

BY TRIALS
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additional data 'c::'

1

m. BTith tl 1 3 information, in-

dividual differences in the ability to learn can be com-

pared with their brain weights. As it v/ould be impracti-

cable to correlate rats given one, three or five trials

together, no special table for correlation was constructed.

A table which is attached to the records of learning of

rats, is probably the most convenient that could be

made.

There still remains to describe the curves represent-

ing the progress in the organization or integration of

primal movements in learning the problem. These curves

are found in Curve II of the latch box. They show simi-

lar peculiarities to the curves representing one, three

and five trials. One trial is the longest and most ir-

regular in the early trials. The next is that of trials

every other day
(

and the shortest and simplest is that of

trials every two days. Again relatively few trials were

required of the latter after the rapid descent was made
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and "before learning was complete. A few more trials

were necessary when trials were given every other day

and every day, ] circular dot indicates where the

first rat completed learning.

lZE.

Though the maze was the last problem taken up, it

is convenient to treat it at this point, for it is the

only other problem taken alone. 'The plan of the maze

has already been given and it differs in one important

respect from the square maze in that it has no corners

and only short turns from one path to another. For

this reason it may be said to be an easier problem to

learn. This plan of ;e had another advantage;

towards the end of learning, the movements of the rats

are confined to a quadrant of the maze and the observer

could easily detect errors without changing his position.

As with the latch box the rats were divided into

groups which were given one, three and five trials. The
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norm taken foiv the learning of the maze was an average

of six seconds in three successive days , and
f
in addition

to this criterion, the runs had to he relatively free of

error. No definite standard was taken for an error, but

one was counted when a rat turned in the direction of a

cul de sac or retraced its steps. Mere hesitation at

any point was not considered an error. V/hen error is

adopted as an additional criterion it tends to become,

in later trials, the sole standard, for the runs in the

maze were made at one time without error in sis seconds,

and again with several errors in the same time. This is

not because the standard of time is too high, for some rats

can barely make an error-free run in six seconds. An active

rat, on the other hand, may make the run in less than six

seconds and have several errors to its credit. The norm

established in this experiment was a run attained in six

seconds and relatively free from error.

That it becomes necessary to take into account errors
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to determine when the maze is learned was shown by

types of movements in this experiment which were not

noticable in learning the latch box problem. These must

be eliminated before it can be said that the maze problem

is solved. Running movements are chiefly in demand and

such movements are far simpler than those involved in

raising the latch of the latch box. Probably the most

complex organized movements required in running the maze

are those made in turning into another path quickly. As

soon as these are integrated the time is materially les-

sened, for in nearly every case in learning the maze, speed

was the first thing attained, the elimination of errors

coming later. Errors were made as often when running in

the paths as when turning from one path into another one.

They seem to have been made because of interfering

stimuli of the sort which cause distractions. There

must take place, in order that a run be error-free, a more

consistant or fixed interaction of stimuli which bring
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success. SelcLom, if ever, is it the case that the organi-

zation of movements, which produce quick turns, and the

proper interaction of stimuli work simultaneously in

learning the maze. This is more usually the case when

the latch box is learned. Here movements are organized

and at the same time speed is acquired. Hot until the

interaction of stimuli which produce the right movements

act properly will the run in the maze be free from error.

It is the dominance of the hunger stimulus which

evokes movements from position to position while learn-

ing is in progress. Some deny that this stimulus acts

in the early trials .however, the rats used in this exper-

iment were seldom, as Oarr (3) maintains in his work on

the square maze, "governed by caution and curiosity".

In every case scarcely had the rats made a turn into

the second path when they detected the odor of food

ere was immediately an eagerness to obtain it,

which was shown by inc activity of movements.
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This activity, however,was decidedly sporadic. Hunger

stimulus is intermittent in eharacter.and it is probably

most intermittent during the early trials because of the

presence of numerous interfering stimuli, and then the

rats may be said to be governed by curiosity,

REST"

The results obtained from the work on the maze are

not as satisfactory as those from the latch box. Some

of the rats used in this experiment were not of the same

strain as those previously experimented with. A few rats

given three and five trials a day, were not perfectly nor- •

Their slowness of response throughout learning

seemed to indicate a lack of vitality. Tables II-b and

II-c show how these rats have affected the data ob-

tained. Table Il-a gives records of entirely normal

rats. Even considering the records of the abnorr. 1

rats, one trial a day appears again to be the most econom-

ical in the way of trials, and five trials a day in re-
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speot to clays.

Both the distribution ourve Plate III and Curve VI

indicate clearly that not all perfectly normal rats

used \lve trials were given. The num-

ber of days and the total time required by these rats

is sho'.vn on the distribution curve. Those of three

trials daily requiring 69,78 and 89 trials, and of five

trials requiring 150,165 and 175 trials, before reaching

the norm, must be considered abnormal. The average

number of trials required for one, three and five trials

daily when normal rats ^d was for one trial £4,

for three trials 40
t

and for five trials 56. These dif-

ferences in the number of trials correspond more closely

with the results of the latch box.

likewise Ourve VI shows, because of the presence of

these abnormal rats, different points of Interest. The

general appearance of the individual curves is the same,

however, those representing throe and five trials being
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unusually long "and Irregular, This irregularity is

most pronounced in the early trials before the rapid

descent in the curves is made, though it is prominent

in the curve of five trials up to the 100th trial. The

descent in the curve for five trials takes place in the

27th, for three trials in the 32nd, and for one trial in

the 11th trial. Where there is slowness in descent

and more or less irregularity, there exists a retarda-

tion in learning. Curve shows that retention is best

for five trials, and poorest for three trials,which is

just the reverse in the retention test of the latch box.

Before leaving the discussion of the maze, it would

be veil to compare the results obtained from the latch

box with those of the maze. In both cases learning

when distributed over several days is apparently most

economical. This particular point will be reserved

for later discussion but it is of peculiar interest

at this time to compare the curves of both. They all
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have the same general appearance, a rapid descent takes

place after a few trials and then a level is reached

when the curves are prolonged to a greater or lesser ex-

tent. But they differ in that the individual curves of

the one, three and five trials daily of the maze are much

longer and more irregular than those of the latch box.

This may "be said even of one trial of the maze when per-

fectly normal rats were used. In all probability this

difference is due to the maze being a more difficult

problem to learn, though it is said to be one where more

natural movements are made. The increase in length

may be due to the fact that an additional criterion,

error-free, has been added to that of time in determining

the norm of the maze. It is certain that the rats would

have required fewer trials and the curves, as a consequence

would have been shorter if time alone had been considered.

The length of the curve would then approximate that of

the latch box, yet the irregula curves would
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still remain.

THREE P SO?.

Since it was found that one trial daily, or at greater

intervals when one problem was offered, was most economical

in the number of trials.it was then suggested that three

problems be given in succession,with one, three and five

trials. The latch box, maze and inclined plane box were

worked concurrently and always in the order named. With

all three problems when one, three or five trials were

given, a total of fifty-four rats were used. In the be-

ginning, it was thought that the rats,which would have

five trials daily for each problem, a total of fifteen

trials for the three problems, could not stand the

strain of so many successive trials, but this did not prove

true. The rats stood the tests well from the very first

and no indication of fatigue or apathy was at any time

noticable. The rats were a hardy strain similar to

those employed with the latch box and were at all times
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active and eager" to obtain their food. In all probabil-

ity, if rest between trials had been given, the results

would have been different. Only sufficient time was

given after each trial for a little food. This seemed

necessary, and was the only change in the method of ex-

perimentation from that with the latch-box alone. For

the experiments with the latch-box and maze similar

norms were used, an average of one second in three success-

ive days for the former, and six seconds without error

for the latter. For the new problem, the inclined plane

bos the norm was two seconds. The rats had to work

on all three problems until all three norms were reached.

RESUITS.

Behavior: As might be expected, fundamental dif-

ferences in behavior were noticable in learning the three

problems together. Some rats found one problem more dif-

ficult than others.. The most difficult one was the

inclined plane box. Of interest, in this connect ion,was
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a type of behavior in a problem when given with others,

that was not noticeable when one problem alone was given.

, The latch-box afforded an interesting comparison in

this respect. Many more Irandom movements and unique ways

in solving this problem were evident than when the

same problem was offered alone. Some rats would go to

the door, smell or touch the latch and go away, returning

later to raise the latch with their snouts. Other rats

would stand still before the door and move their heads

to-and-fro before making the decisive movement which

opened the door. At times there appeared to be a degree

of helplessness. Most of these obstacles to learning

were dropped suddenly and unexpectedly. Nothing very

significant in behavior was noticeable in the rats,when

in the maze,with the exception that fewer errors were

made; the greatest difficulty #as to obtain speed. Since

the inclined plane box was not taken alone, but only with

other problems, no comparison can be made of the movements.
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A few poinds in regard to the learning of the in-

clined plane box problem are of interest. The movements

of the rats were more complex than those demanded in

learning the maze or latch-box. At first the plane was

set off by the rats accident ly. Usually the noise of

the opening of the door startled them, but gradually

familiarity with the plane and the method of opening the

door was established. This characteristic was first

evident on the sixth or tenth day. At first movements

were organized to push down the plane. Often when a rat

had pushed the plane down, it would remain still for a

time or wander off before going to the door of the box.

There was no reaction to the noise of the door opening,

and it appeared that an additional neural association of

movements must be made before reaction could be immediate.

When this had taken place, learning was- rap

The records for the three problems,when learned in

succession. are founttr on Tables III. IV and V.a.b and $
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respectively. Ihen comparing these tables in respect to

number of trials, it again can be said that rats,

' 3h had one trial daily, required fewer trials than

the rats given three or five trials. On the other hand,

when given several trials daily, the rats required fewer

days to learn the problems. This is an exact repetition

of results obtained when problems were given si

The number of days and trials, that is, the total

time and days required by each individual rat to learn

the problems, are given on the distribution curves,

Plates 17, Y and VI. There is one feature noticeable on

these c it is not evident on previous distribution

curves. Individual differences in the number of days

and total time to learn the problems is more pronounced

when several trials are given than when one is offered.

Individual differences in ability to learn the problem

is less evident when one trial is given. In addition,

interesting compari.:

; b be made between Plates
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IV and V of the maze and latch-box and Plates I and

III of the same problems,when given alone. When these

problems were undertaken in succession with the inclined

plane box, more trials and days were usually necessary

than when one problem was offered. However, in making

this statement, the records of the abnormal rats,when the

maze was used alone, have not been taken into considera-

tion. The time and days, there fore,which it takes to

learn the three problems is greater than when one problem

is given. learning is more difficult when problems are

given concurrently than when one is given at a time. This

can be seen better, perhaps, on the curves which show the

growth of organized movements. Curves VII, VIII and IX

are the same in general contour. The individual curves

for one and three and five trials show differences in

length and regularity. Again, curves representing three

and five trials are more irregular than those of one

trial. This is true especially of the early trials
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before the rapid descent in the curves is made. After

this the curves are more regular.

Besides this general appearance of the curves ,therw

are some individual differences in the curves of the latch-

box
t
maze and inclined plane "box which are worthy of notice,

The most irregular ones are those of the inclined plane

"box and the maze. This is also true of the individual

curves representing one, three and five daily trials.

This irregularity is again more pronounced in the early

trials and is an indication that the problems are more

difficult than that of the latch-box. The inclined plane

box i§ the most complex and this condition is probably

due to the neural associations which must be formed.

Additional indication of this is seen in the number of

trials required before the drop in the curves takes place.

More such trials are necessary an the problems of the

maze and inclined plane box than of the latch-box. This

and the additional fact that learning is increasingly
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more difficuTfc*when problems are learned abreast, is

represented by Gurves 7II.VIII and IX. The individual

curves of the latch-box,when one, three and five trials

were given with one or more problems, are represented

on the curves. It is evident in each case that when

one problem is given the curves are shorter and simpler.

The same thing may be said of Curve X of the maze. This

might be expected /her consideration is given the fact

that three sets of organized movements or intergrations

must be learned simultaneously when solving the problems.

SUMMARY.

The results obtained from all the experiments of

this study point to the conclusion that a trial given

every two days is most economical as regards the number

of trials. In other words,when learning is distributed

over several days and not accumulated in one day, the

total time of learning is the shortest. In all proba-

bility, such distribution of trials is physiologically
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the most effective in the learning process, for it is

apparent that less energy is consumed. Furthermore,

one trial given daily, though not so profitable in learn-

as a trial given at greater intervals, remains more

economical and effective than when several trials are

given in succession. The further conclusion may be

reached that, if several problems are given concurrently,

fewer trials are necessary to learn them than if one pro-

blem had been learned completely before another had been

undertaken. But it has been shown,when comparing the

curves of several problems with those of one problem, that

the former are more irregular and learning is more difficult

On the other hand,when several trials are given,

fewer days are required to learn a problem or problems.

The most economical in the number of days is when one

problem,with several daily trials, is given. Although

there is a saving in the number of days, learning is in-

creasingly difficult "
: en several trials are given as
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has "been shown .by the irregularity of the curves and

also in the number of the trials.

As a result the question arises as to the compara-

tive value of a saving of days or a saving of trials.

This can be answered by considering the amount of energy

consumed and the span of life of the rat. If several

trials are given and energy is too freely used, one trial

is the most economical; but, if this is not the case and

no harmful results are evident, then several trials daily

are the most advantageous in the number of days
y

and the

number of days is of some importance when the short life

of the rat is considered. If, in the life-time of the rat,

several problems are to be learned, it is almost necessary

to give several trials daily. This has additional weight

when it is considered that the youth of the rat
t
when

learning is best accomplished, is very short. The conclu-

sion can be reached that, if the life of the rat is to

be a strenuous one, several trials are more profitable,
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but one trial a day or at greater Intervals will always

prove to be the most economical in the total time required

for learning a problem.

THE ORGANIZATION OP MOVEMENTS.

The rats are endowed with a physiological disposition

to repeat movements, both native and acquired. Many of

these which the rats make when confronted with a new

situation or problem are more-or-less impulsive and primal

in nature. In a solution of a problem these primal move-

ments are organized. The problem is then learned. It

has been said that the learning process consists of the

"mechanical stamping out" of the useless movements and

the "mechanical stamping in" of the useful ones. There

have been some objections to this supposition as to the

method of learning among animals. The general objection,

as raised by Hobhouse (4), is that it precludes intelli-

gence. Since this paper will not touch upon the question

of the presence or absence of intelligent activities,
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"but only upon tho objective manifestations of organiza-

tion of movements, the subject will not "be considered

further.

There is an additional objection to this so called

"trial and error" method of learning in that it is an

extremely vague way of expressing what really takes place

in an animal with an organized nervous system. To speak

of useless movements being "stamped out" and useful ones

"stamped in" gives at once the impression that the first

are irrevelant and of no practical value, and that the

second are alone of value in learn

J

.lus

arly series of reactions has been sho^n by

Sherrington (5) .according to v/hom "the nervous system

functions as a whole.Physiological and histrolo

analysis finds it connected throughout its whole extent".

A new situation brings numerous integrations into action.

A reduction and a facilitation of some of these movements

which the new situation dernana 3 '; takes place in
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the organization of movements, learning may said to be

due to a facilitation of selected responses. Them

no movement which can be sail to be truly useless. Their

mechanism has Deen evolved and their true value is lost

once they are classed as useless.

The process of organization of movements shows cer-

tain objective manifestations. It may be said to con-

sist of the animal passing from an inexcitable state to

an excitable one when a problem is undertaken, and, then,

as soon as progress is made in the organization of move-

ments, a disappearance of the • excitable states occurs.

This excitable state when the animal is first given the

problem, is the emotional one so often mentioned.

According to Dewey (6), it is the time when energy is

provided and adjustments fostered. This has been recently

substantiated by Gannon (7) on the work of the function

of adrenal secretions during emotional or excitable states.

It seems that adrenalia in the blood increases the
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the efficiency of skeletal muscles directly, or "by in-

creasing the "blood pressure and thereby bettering the

circulation. Concomitant with adrenalin secretions

glycosuria also takes place. There seems to be a

chemical integration whereby sugar would supply energy

and adrenalin would obviate fatigue in the muscles by

improving the circulation. The ability of the rats to

continue prolonged effort during the excitable state

can thus, in a measure, be accounted for, as can also the

numerous movements made. There are metabolic changes

in the organism which tend to foster the latter.

The eaarly irregularities of the curves before the

rapid descent takes place can be accounted for as repre-

senting the entire process of early organization of

movements. It is the time when there is a reduction of

some movements and the facilitation of others. The

"steeple like" character of the curves shows how difficult

the organization must bo. As soon as the early movements
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are partially organized, the more important antagonistic

muscles function, and the excitable state, to a great ex-

tent, disappears. This is represented "by the rapid drop

in the curve. With the more excitable rats, there is an

absence of the reflex convulsions of the body musculture.

There is a little more ease and comfort and no clashing

between opposing activities of different parts of the

body. From this stage learning or the progress of the

organization of movements will take place more smoothly

and the curves become more regular. The stimulus hun-

ger now dominates over the action of the body as a whole.

n this has taken place, learning is said to be complete.

There are some differences in the course of events

outlined above. Occasionally organisation of movements

was scarcely prolonged beyond the point graphically rep-

resented by the rapid descent in the curves. Especially

was this the case at points of the curve showing when the

first rat left off learning. Again when a problem is
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relatively easy or trials are given at greater intervals,

as is indicated by Curve II, there is little of the irreg-

ular and steeple-like character to the curves; the descent

of the curves is rapid. On the other hand,when the prob-

lem is difficult or several trials were given, the curves

are more complex and irregular. There is some difficulty

in forming early organized movements.

RETENTION.

Very little has been said regarding the retention

characteristics of the rats. No definite conclusions

have been reached in regard to the distribution and the

number of trials on retention, for the results do not in--

dicate whether retention is better after one, three or

five trials when one problem was offered. In some cases

one trial showed the best retention, and again three or

five proved more effective. This might be accounted for

by individual differences in the power of retention. The

same doubt esists when three problems were given abreast,
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as to whether one, three or five trials were most "benefi-

cial in retention. But the retention tests,when three

problems were given abreast, seem to show that they are

not as good as when one problem is given. This is the

most interesting data obtained in these tests, other than

the faot that relearning is much easier than learning.

The results are not conclusive. What is needed

for retention tests are better systematic methods of

preparation after learning is complete. The length of

the period of preparation should be determined and more

attention paid to daily exercise, diet and disturbing

influences which might affect retention tests. The

principal disturbance noticed was that aroused by odors.

It is an old obstacle often appearing in the work of

learning, and how to control it is a difficult matter.

The first trial of retention is often prolonged because

of the detection of a new odor. Daily exercise and
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diet are more.*easy to control, though even here, especially

in the diet, difficulties are found. One rat may gain fat

very rapidly on a small quantity of simple food such as

bread and milk,whereas other rats will require a variety

of food. Therefore, before anything can be concluded

from the effects of the number of trials on learning, bet-

ter methods must be devised for measuring retention.

But something must be said of the retention of organized

or integrated movements. These were often as perfect

as when learning was completed. A slowness of action

was alone evident in the movements, but usually when an

initial start was made speed was regained. When, in lift-

ing the latch of the latch-bos, a rat would, hold its

snout for a short time close under the latch before mak-

ing a movement upward to release it from the notch.

With the . inclined plane bos, there was occasionally a

hesitation in pushing down the plane, and successive at-

tempts were made before this was finally accomplished.
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Even when this* took place a rat would not immediately

respond to the noise of the opening of the door and rush

to the food. In the case of the maze, there was an in-

crease in the time of the runs and a reourrenoe of errors,

CONDITIONS T

learning is dependent upon many influences, both

internal and external. Internal influences usually defy

analysis, "but the external ones can be more easily detected.

When a response out of the ordinary is noticed some

cause is looked for, Most of the external disturbances,

such as noises and great variations in temperature, can

be avoided. Tnen ideal conditions prevail irregular re-

sponses dimish, and, since learning is dependent upon the

effectiveness of every previous response, every arrangement

to avoid disturbances ought to be considered.

But these external disturbances are much less impor-

tant for successful progress in learning than the control

of the stimulus which produces the responses. Especially
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is this true when hunger is a stimulus, //hen this is

properly controlled, it is one of the best for evoking

responses. Too little or too much food defeats results

desired. It is a great mist aire to reduce the amount of

the food in order to increase the activity of the animal.

This is especially harmful in the early trials when primal

movements are made and their organization is taking place.

nimal may miss making a favorable movement that it

might have made if there had been better bodily tone.

Oftentimes, it appears, that it is the control of the a-

mount of food which hastens learning. When attention

is paid to food regulation a fcaximum of effort is ob-

tained without disturbance to metabolism.

Because of the disturbances to metabolism and the

supposed unnaturalness of hunger as a stimulus, objec-

tions have been raised against it, and punishment or some

other stimulus has been preferred. This objection is

not well founded. Of all the stimuli used, hunger seems
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to give the greatest tonicity to the muscles and the

movements are far more natural than those evoked by pun-

ishment or any other stimulus. Any stronger stimulus

than hunger, such as punishment
f
has an unfavorable effect

on the animal. A stimulus, as an electric shock, has a

decided effect on antagonistic muscles; there is an in-

hibition of these muscles and since these play an im-

portant role in the process of the organisation of move-

ments the learning process must be interferred with.

Harmful results in the long run must ensue. Learning,

no doubt, does take place ^but not naturally. Ho better

evidence for this statement can be had than that any

strong stimulus, as it is usually found necessary to em-

ploy, causes a spread or irridiation of reflexes and

movements,which are unnecessary to learning. Punish-

ment appears to be far from being as natural a stinulus

as hunger.
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DISCUSSIC. .

That one trial, daily, or at longer intervals, con-

sumes less time,and,as a consequence, less energy, is of

some physiological interest. One might argue that after

the first trial and the rat had a little food, the second

trial would heighten the tendency to the same movements

which, in the first trial, proveluseful, and this tendency

would he more beneficial in all succeeding trials up

to a point when the animal becomes slightly fatigued.

The effect of one trial would be to diminish the re-

sistance so that the second trial would evoke responses

more easily. There would take place a process of sum-

mat ion, and facilitation or "Bahnung" would be accomplished.

This is,when all things are equal, a regular process in

the functioning of reflexes. But this does not seem to

be the case when several trials are offered in succession.

Trials distributed over several days consume less time

and less energy.
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Ho observable difference in the responses evoked

by each trial,when several trials were given in succes-

sion,was recognized. It cannot be said that the rat was

less active in the last of the succeeding trials. Fre-

quently the last of three and give trials was accomplished

in a shorter time than the ones preceding. The changes

which must take place cannot be detected by observation

of the animal's behavior; they are evidently physiological.

Probably when the time between trials is of such a length

that the physiological state created by the preceding

one is permitted to "set", so to say, before the next one

is given, every trial is effective. learning is dependent

upon every successful and effective trial. If several

trials are given in succession, only the physiological

state created by the first trial is of advantage in

learning, the others do not, to any great extent , reinstate

the conditions of the first trial; time must intervene

between trials so that the physiological state of the
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second will reinforce or reinstate the first.

At one time we thought that the hunger stimulus had

something to do with the greater number of trials neces-

sary to learning,when several were given daily, but this

stimulus has possibly only an indirect effect. There

might arise, because of unsatisfied hunger after the first

trial, bodily disturbances which would interfere with the

proper functioning of right reactions and would make the

second or succeeding trials ineffective. A flow of gas-

tric or salivary secretions would produce a loss in bodily

tone. Moreover,we must remember that a stimulus when

repeated, oftentimes produces depressions, and not always

reactions when the tone is not the best.

CONCLUSION.

The more important results obtained from this study

can be summed up in a few words.

When food is used as a stimulus it is important for

successful learning that bhe kind as well as the amount





"be properly regulated. This was found to be a very

important thing throughout learning, and especially was

this true in the early trials when learning is laborious

and there is a change in the amount as well as in the

periodicy of feeding.

The experiments show that a trial given every two

days, is more economical than more frequent trials, that

is,when the number of trials is distributed over several

days the total time required for learning is the shortest.

Again one trial given daily with either one problem

or several in succession, is decidedly more economical

than when several are given daily. And it is better to

give one problem at a time than several at a time.

When several trials are given daily with one or more

problems fewer days are required to learn either one or

several problems.

From the above,when considering the total time

and energy consumed, learning distributed over several
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days is the most economical.
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